Could you please help me understand what has happened here?

When your Email Review website was set up, I read the FAQ, in which it said:

Q: Do any of the Review team members have a predetermined view on climate change and climate science?

A: No.

Then Professor Boulton stated that in fact he did hold firm views on the issue.

In response, on Feb 15th Sir Muir Russell said on your website ‘...it would be impossible to find somebody with the qualifications and experience we need who has not formed an opinion on climate change.’

1. How is this statement compatible with the FAQ?

2. If Members Clarke, Eyton and Norton do have ‘the qualifications and experience we need’, which I assume they must do, does this mean they must have ‘formed an opinion on climate change’?

This Inquiry is important, as the UEA have recognized, so I would be grateful if you could clarify these conflicting statements for me, and also clarify what, if any, views the Members Clarke, Eyton and Norton hold on ‘climate change and climate science’.

If you cannot help, I would be grateful if you could forward the email to someone who can?

Many thanks.

Roderick Campbell